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View from the Chair
Birmingham’s Cycling Strategy 2011
-2015 was agreed at the end of February (though it took until July to get
it printed). So now after 6 months is
it showing signs of becoming a
thrusting addition to the council’s
policies? Are the planned actions
taking place? And benefits starting
to be felt?
Or will all the effort expended in producing the Strategy have so exhausted the officers that there is
none left to turn it into reality, as has
happened in the past? Who knows?
According to the document “Its implementation and monitoring will be
overseen by the newly formed Cycling Co-ordination Group” This consists of council officers so is not
open to the public (or Push Bikes).
We know nothing of these meetingsthough I am told there hasn’t been
one recently. This is very worrying!
As far as the general public
(including Push Bikes) is concerned
we should be informed and given
the opportunity to question progress
at the Cyclists Forum meetings.
None has been held since the strategy launch, but, it is hoped, there
will be one in October. By then at
least 20% of the period covered by
the strategy will have passed so
there should be much to be said and
questioned.
Are there any other ways in which to
judge the progress in implementing
the Cycling Strategy? Unfortunately
most of the actions listed in the
document have rather vague targets
and completion dates. The public
will need to rely on the feedback
from the council on such items as
‘cycling infrastructure development’,
‘the amount of cycle training – both
for adults and children’, and success
in ‘increasing major employers’
cycling plans’.

Centro is running the Pershore Road Travel Choices
project along this corridor until April 2012. The project
aims to cut traffic congestion and carbon emissions
along the Pershore Road, making the area a cleaner and
greener place to live, work and study.
More than 16,500 homes in south Birmingham have
been offered customised travel advice on how to be lean
and green this summer and beat soaring petrol prices at
the same time.
Expert travel advisers representing Centro, the region's
transport authority, visited homes near the Pershore
Road over the past few months, speaking to families
about how they can take advantage of the full range of
travel options on their doorstep. The advisers have
drawn up personalised travel advice for homes, laying
out exactly how residents can get from their own front
door to their destination without having to jump in the
car. Families have been offered the help and information
they need to switch to local bus and rail services and to
also make more local trips on foot or bike.
The project has included several initiatives to support
people who want to get out and about more by bike or
foot. Since June, Push Bikes has been holding a
monthly gentle bike ride from Kings Norton rail station
along local quiet roads and off-road routes, to get families back on their bikes and enjoying their local area.
The last rides in August and September were well attended, with a dozen or so people taking part in each.
Local walks have also proven popular, with the Ramblers supporting Centro in setting up one-hour walks in
the community and with local schools and businesses,
with over 200 people taking part so far. Summer walks
have finished for now, but the team hope to announce
some new Autumn-themed walks very shortly.
For more information on new events and activities taking
place over the coming months and how to get involved,
visit:
www.networkwestmidlands.com/pershoreroad
Helen Osborn
Centro

ACTION
POINTS

The Cycling Strategy is a major policy initiative, many years in gestation, so let’s make sure it gets fully
implemented. There must be real
openness and dialogue between
council and public, and it’s about
time it got started.
Push Bikes will, of course, continue
to push hard for this and keep members informed.
John Bennett
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Pershore Road Travel Choices

This symbol indicates items where readers
can take action such as writing or emailing
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Birmingham News
Pedestrian and Cycling Task Force meeting, August
Push Bikes and other sustainable transport stakeholders
used to meet Birmingham City Council at the quarterly Cycling Advisory Group. The CAG has not been formally
‘disbanded’, but seems now to have been substantially replaced in function and agenda by the six-monthly Task
Force, chaired by Cllr Tim Huxtable, Cabinet Member for
Transport.
First item at the August TF was the now approved Midland
Metro extension between Snow Hill and New Street stations. A map of the city centre was provided showing the
streets that would carry tracks and their impact on bus
routes, directions of travel, pedestrian access and cycle
flows. The council was endeavouring to make these
changes so that there should actually be some improvements for everyone, pedestrians would have an all-weather,
covered walking route from Moor St to New Street, lit at
night and with shops either side. ‘High Quality Pedestrian
Routes’ would be provided. The plan indicated that cyclists
would find some one-ways reversed and cycling prohibited
in others, with alternative routes signed. One of these prohibitions will be Stephenson Street, where the very sharp
bend would make it too dangerous for trams and cyclists to
share. Cycling will also be prohibited in Corporation Street
between New Street and Bull Street, with signed alternatives.
Push Bikes then asked about the trams themselves. Many
campaign groups press for their tram systems to carry bicycles; Cllr Huxtable confirmed that there would be new rolling
stock when the Metro was extended, but could not confirm if
bicycles would be carried. The stock would be specified and
ordered by Centro so Push Bikes asked its representative at
the meeting if carriage of cycles would be a requirement.
This was noted.
At this point BCC’s Cycling Officer and Team Leader Graham Lennard stated that bicycles could already be carried
on the ‘heavy’ rail system ie ‘normal’ trains. We were a bit
disappointed in this response: yes, we know bikes can be
carried. We pointed out though that many cyclists arrive at
Snow Hill station and would like to be able to continue their
journeys, with their bikes, via the Metro i.e. ‘integrated
transport’, which we constantly hear being talked about, but
very little action ever being taken!
The gentleman representing partially-sighted and disabled
pedestrians then asked if wheelchairs would be carried on
the Metro. So we asked Centro to expand on its procurement procedure – did they tell manufacturers what it
wanted, and seek the best quote, or did makers tell Centro
what trams were available? It seemed the former applied.
So Push Bikes re-iterated to Centro that its ‘wish list’ to tram
makers should include the provision for carriage of bicycles
and wheelchairs. Centro assured us that it had noted all
this, so we would have liked Graham Lennard to have
voiced more positive support for cycle carriage on trams.
The Metro extension is due to open in May 2015.
The Task Force was then told about a proposed on street
map system. Information posts at intersections where pedestrians new to the city could discover their location and
those of local amenities, together with distances and travelling times. Graham Lennard asked that cycling information
e.g. parking, should be provided too. The system would be
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along the lines of those in Bristol and London, but, said Cllr.
Huxtable, “better than either”!
Other schemes
A bid of over £4m had been won for the North Birmingham
Cycle Routes. This will connect workplaces, schools and stations and extend the Connect2 scheme. The Centro Pershore
Road Travel Choices team had visited over 5000 households,
offering personalised travel plans, cycle repairs and training
(see report on page 2 for more information).
Bike Birmingham Cycling Strategy
At the start of the meeting copies of the new strategy were
distributed, complete with photos, graphics and a glossy front
page. Cllr Huxtable introduced the strategy as having finally
arrived! Our own John Bennett however jumped on this statement: it might have ‘finally’ arrived as a fully printed and published document but its text had been available for the past
six months online! So we were actually 20% into its ‘lifetime’
and at only 30 pages, the first six intentions ought to have
been actioned by now! Good point well made, I thought!
City Centre Cycling Changes
The Midland Metro extension will run from Snow Hill station
along Snow Hill, Colmore Circus, Bull St, Corporation St, Stephenson Place, and terminate in Stephenson Street close to
the existing entrance to New Street station.
There are several consequences:
Buses and other traffic except cycles and taxis will be
excluded from Corporation Street
• Bus routes will be altered so that they mostly turn round
before they enter the city centre. Pedestrianised areas will be
enlarged leading to fewer vehicles and more pedestrian traffic
in the city centre. All of this should improve cyclists’ ease of
movement and safety.
• Traffic direction on some roads e.g. Moor Street Queensway will be changed.
The changes will present opportunities to remove ‘clutter’ of
excessive street barriers and signage, and to install information columns for pedestrians and cyclists. Bus route changes
will take place in September 2012. Beforehand an electronic
waymarking system will be erected to sign routes for walkers
and cyclists. Civil works to move underground services along
the track will take place in 2013, followed by track laying and
commissioning in 2014/15.

•

There are consequences for cycling in the city centre. Tram
tracks and cyclists are not the happiest of bedfellows: extra
care is needed in crossing them. Cycling along most of the
route will be permitted, with the exception of Stephenson
Place / Street where the narrowness and sharp corner would
make it too dangerous (alternative routes will be signed). On
the positive side the opportunity is being taken to improve
crossing points, signage and cycle stands and there will be
less vehicular traffic. Detailed plans are in the course of
preparation so there is still an opportunity for cyclists’ views to
be incorporated in the changes.
http://www.connectedcity.org.uk/files/6113/0504/4885/
Connected-city-changes_01.pdf
If you have specific ideas that should be considered please
bring them forward –either via Push Bikes or directly to Graham Lennard the city’s cycling and pedestrian officer (0121
303 7195) graham.lennard@birmingham.gov.uk.
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Canal steps at University station
There is a flight of 27 steps between the towpath and
the bridge at University station. The steps are steep and
without any break. Negotiating cycles is difficult; pushchairs worse, wheelchairs impossible. The steps are
very busy as this section of the canal provides access
for students and staff as well as for the public to the
hospitals and residential Harborne and Edgbaston.
It has long been recognised that improvements should
be made. Under the contract to build the new Queen
Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham (QEHB) £150,000 is included for ‘improvements to the canal access’, enough
one would have hoped for something to be done. But
wait! There are some challenges:
• There is limited land available between the canal
and the station platforms
• The ownership is complex: University, Network Rail,
British Waterways, QEHB
• There is considerable difference (4 metres) in height
between the canal and the bridge
And, not least, who would pay the initial cost and ongoing maintenance?
Proposed schemes
Various schemes have, over the years (many years)
been proposed and deferred (rejected?) such as
• A long ramp similar to that at Bournville station.
Ideal but high cost (£500K+) due to lengthy towpath
widening.
• Access to the station so that the platform lift is accessible. Simple to construct but not feasible now that
London Midland have installed ticket barriers to prevent
fare dodgers
• A new, lower pedestrian/cyclist bridge across the
canal alongside the road bridge. Another high cost option, and would
require University
to give up some
land. (This is further complicated
by it being a Roman Ancient
Monument site.)
Wider, less steep
steps with platforms and possibly
a channel for
wheeling cycles.
Least costly
(though still around
£350 because of
the need to widen
the towpath). This
option is the least
satisfactory –
providing marginal benefit to cyclists and none to other
potential users.
Where are we now?
The QEHB money is still available and is ring-fenced.
www.pushbikes.org.uk

Birmingham University have initially rejected making any
financial contribution but may reconsider if a suitable
scheme emerges.
The city council are in favour of the new steps scheme: it
is the least costly. The additional £200K (above the
QEHB money) is not included in any current council
budget. There is a possibility that if the Centro led ‘major’
bid to the Government’s Local Sustainable Transport
Fund is successful, the shortfall could be funded from
that. This looks like the most hopeful
current option.
What do you think? Is this a sensible
way to invest this amount? Any better
ways? Please let us know what you
think.
Local Sustainable Transport Fund
Birmingham City Council (BCC) has been awarded
£4.1million from the Department for Transport (DfT) from
the new Local Sustainable Transport Fund. BCC will work
with local partners to transform walking and cycling in the
North Birmingham area through a mixture of physical improvements such as new paths and improved signs to
create a comprehensive network of cycling and walking
routes. Additionally there will be campaigns and other
initiatives to encourage people to walk and cycle more.
The new scheme builds upon the successes already
achieved in North Birmingham through investments in
walking and cycling, including the recent improvements
as part of the North Birmingham Walking & Cycling Route
– Connect 2 project.
Another important part of the scheme is the proposals for
campaigns and initiatives to promote the improvements
and try to change people’s behaviour towards more sustainable modes of travel, particularly cycling and walking.
These will complement the infrastructure improvements
and will be targeted towards:
·Schools: depending on what is most suited to each
school, this could include elements like Bike It/ Bikeability
training, road safety education, cycle route planning as
well as sustainable travel and road safety events and
campaigns;
·Workplace and Commuter Travel: site specific advice
will be offered to support key employers within the area in
encouraging walking and cycling amongst their staff.
Marketing initiatives will target commuter trips by rail to
encourage walking and cycling to rail stations; and
·Marketing Cycling Initiatives: Ideas to encourage cycling and walking for many trips including leisure are being developed. These could include community cycle
hubs offering bike hire, cycle maintenance, cycle training
and organised cycle rides.
The first parts of the scheme will be introduced in early
2012 and be completed by 2015.
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Cannon Hill Park, Segregated Cycle Path
Part of Sustrans’ National Cycle Route 5 runs through
Cannon Hill Park, where cyclists would see what appeared to be a ‘segregated’ cycle path along one side
of the wide tarmac ‘road’ on the eastern length of the
park. This ‘segregation’ was indicated only by a continuous white line a few feet from the edge of the
grass; unfortunately the many pedestrians walking
along the ‘road’ either did not notice the line, or never
understood its meaning, or ignored it anyway, so cyclists often found walkers in what they considered was
their ‘lane’. The more pedantic of cyclists (within a legally designated segregated path, it is illegal for a cyclist to ride on the pedestrian side, (but walkers can
use the cyclists’ side) would ring their bells, or call out,
or stop. The less pedantic would simply ride outside of
the line.
Eventually parts of the line became worn away, leaving
big gaps and some long sections of the ‘road’ were
resurfaced anyway, which lost even more of the line.
So as far back as 2009 cyclists began to ask the city
council if the line was going to be replaced, or removed
altogether – the latter becoming a commonly voiced
view. The question was put, repeatedly, to the city
council, usually to the Cycling Team Leader Graham
Lennard. The following ‘diary’ of this now astonishingly
(even ridiculously) protracted saga is taken from the
Push Bikes newsletter archive:

On the ‘Birmingham Cyclist blog’, August 2011, responding to bewildered comments, Graham wrote:”Just
like to say that these markings are as much a surprise to
us in Transportation as they are to anyone! We only
found out today. The Park's managers must have put
them in. Hoping to speak with them soon. There's been
some discussion (with the previous park manager) over
whether a segregated path is the best approach on a
wide drive like this. If we had gone for a lane I think it
needed to be wider than the previous one - and more
clearly marked as a cycle path. More frequent use of the
cycle logo than existed previously would have helped not certain how frequent the new ones are. And of
course finally we would not have put in the 5mph limit!! It
has been suggested they could be National Cycle Route
5 numbering... Interesting that they have not extended
the lane past the kids play area - which I think was always a possible problem area.”
So, what a mess! A simple situation yet one that has
been under discussion for years suddenly ‘resolved’ by
a path that in some opinions is not needed at all, now
with ambiguous signs and markings. If the ‘5’ roundel
does indicate NCR 5, it should be a rectangle, not a circle. If a speed limit, it should be a red circle!

Summer 2009: Cannon Hill Park resurfacing: Improvements are needed as this will be part of the World
half marathon route. Discussions taking place with
Parks and Highways Maintenance. Push Bikes asked
about the ‘segregated’ cycle path running through the
park – would it be re-marked or removed and the entire
path designated as shared use? BCC responded that it
was likely to become shared use, as the segregation
was largely ignored anyway.
March 2010: Push Bikes recently met with staff
(including Graham Lennard) from the City Council
Transportation and Leisure Services departments outside the café in Cannon Hill Park. They discussed
whether to repaint the dividing white line which has
been almost entirely lost in the resurfacing of most of
the Park’s section of the Rea Valley Route.
Since that meeting, emails from various cyclists and
Push Bikes have been periodically exchanged with
Graham Lennard, who appeared to be considering between more clearly marked segregation, or shared use,
again with clear signage, but with no firm decision either way.
Therefore it was with some surprise that the August
2011 Task Force meeting heard from Graham that the
Parks Dept had, without consulting him, provided a
new white line through the park, with cycle symbols
and what appeared to be a 5mph speed limit – there
were roundels encircling the number 5. Maybe the
Parks Dept simply got tired of waiting for a decision?
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Bike Train, 22 September
On 22 September riders registered to join one of five 'train'
routes, each coming into the city centre along some of the
city's main radial roads at a normal commuting time of 7:30
to 8:30am. Experienced riders led each train to help guide
and support less experienced cyclists. A bike train

emphasises to drivers that bikes can and do use the
road system as well as cars, and to cyclists that the
roads are not as dangerous as popular perception would
suggest.

There were no problems along any of the routes and a total
of 70 riders arrived in Victoria Square happy and eager for
their breakfasts. The media was there in force as
Birmingham had never see the likes of this before, but will
see the like of it again! Who said that nobody cycles in
Birmingham? Oh contraire! Push Bikes thanks Joe Peacock
at Birmingham Friends of the Earth who involved us and
Sustrans from the very first meeting. Particular thanks to the
Birmingham Mail and BBC Midlands Today, who ran a four
minute feature in the evening - wow! Here's to next year!

Riders at the head of the Cotteridge Bike Train arrive in Victoria Square. Extreme left - Rachel Vann, Sustrans; extreme
right, Cllr David Radcliffe.
Important victory for cyclists, but with a sting in the tail
The High Court in Birmingham has delivered an important
judgment which will be of interest to cyclists who find themselves on the wrong end of an encounter with a defect in

the highway, as well as those who campaign for the interests of cyclists. It is a great pity, though, that the court
delivered a sting in the tail.
Mr Thomas was cycling with around 20 members of the
Solihull Cycling Club in April 2006 when he struck a spillage
of concrete which had adhered to the road. He came off his
cycle and suffered serious injuries. He claimed damages
against Warwickshire County Council alleging that the
council had failed to maintain the highway. The courts have
historically sympathized with highway authorities when
dealing with transient or temporary defects in the highway,
but in this case the concrete spillage had stuck to the normal surface of the road and hardened. Effectively the lump
of concrete had become part of the surface of the highway
itself. The court ruled that the highway was defective and
that this was not a transient defect.
Councils should undertake regular inspections of the
highway so that defects such as this can be remedied. In
fact, if they can show that they carried out a reasonable
system of inspection they can escape liability even if the
court rules that the defect was dangerous. In this case however, the inspector failed to take action to remedy the defect
because he decided that it was not dangerous as it was in
such a position that the wheels of motor vehicles would not
be affected. It is pleasing then that the court found that the
council were to blame for failing to remove the defect and
consider cyclists might reasonably be expecting to use the
road too! Clearly highway authorities should sit up, take
note and remind their highway inspectors to think about the
needs of cyclists when inspecting the highway.
It is a shame, that there was then a sting in the tail. The
court heard evidence that the claimant was riding in such a
way that his front wheel was only a few inches behind the
rear wheel of the cyclist in front. It is of course quite normal
for road cycling clubs to ride in this way, but the court found
that this was negligent. He could not see the defect due to
his close proximity to the rider in front. On this basis the
court found the Claimant to be guilty of contributory negligence, which is bad enough, but the degree of blame found
against the rider was extraordinarily high being 60%.
As a lawyer who represents cyclists, I find it hard to accept
that the cyclist was more to blame for the way he rode than
the council inspector, who lets face it, completely failed to
consider the defects for anyone other than 4-wheeled users
of the highway. Are we as cyclists expected to ride along
scanning the road beneath us to look for defects? No. That
was supposed to be the council’s job, a job they failed to do
and yet the court has found them only 40% to blame. One
can only imagine what the court would have said if a cyclist
missed a red light because he was too busy scanning the
road and picking his way through the potholes. If there was
contributory negligence, and I am not convinced that there
was, it should have been no more than around 20%.
This case does represent an important victory for cyclists as
it should force councils to pay more intention to cyclists as
users of the highway, but for Mr Thomas personally the
sting in the tail seems particularly harsh.
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Tim Beasley, Levenes Solicitors
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